Beauty and the Beast - Reader (+ Activity Book & Audio CD). Contact your local distributor. CEF Level A beautiful book that combines a unique twist on the well-known story. Beautifully image led by magical and mysterious illustrations with a dark but charming edge by Angela Barrett. This version of Beauty and the Beast is unforgettable, a modern day classic that I can imagine being a favourite for decades to come. Add it to your collection. Read more. Enjoy this tale as old as time about adventure and love, about looking past first appearances, and about the inner Beauty and Beast in all of us in this beautiful novelization of the upcoming star-studded film! Released. January 31st, 2017. Pages. 288. ISBN. 1484781007/9781484781005. Age Range.Â The Arctic Incident: The Graphic Novel. By: Eoin Colfer, Michael Moreci Illustrated By: Stephen Gilpin. The Mandalorian Junior Novel. Read novel Beauty and the Beasts written by White-Headed Dream, rating: 4.75, category: Fantasy Romance, tag: Fantasy Romance. After finding herself in a beastmen world, a leopard rescues her and later abducts her. Bai Qingqing suffers quite a mental breakdown because the males in this world are as gorgeous and handsome as strutting peacocks. On the other hand, the females are ridiculously ugly, but still highly cherished by the males.Â As a beautiful high-school student, she has somehow become the most mesmerizing beauty in this world. Worst of all, this world is a matriarchal society. She doesn’t want three four husbands waiting on her!